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□ Exchange rates were JPY106.5 per USD, JPY118.5 per EUR, and JPY16.0 per RMB. JPY appreciated 
against USD, EUR and RMB compared to the corresponding period a year ago. Similarly, JPY 
appreciated against other currencies.

□ For the nine-month period of FY2016, consolidated net sales declined by 10.5% from the 
corresponding period a year ago, to JPY1,226.7 billion. Operating income dropped by 30.8% to 
JPY107.0 billion. Operating income ratio declined by 2.6 percentage points to 8.7%.

□ Sales were adversely affected by the Japanese yen’s appreciation and reduced volume of sales  in 
the industrial machinery and others segment. 

□ Net income attributable to Komatsu Ltd. dropped by 34.1% to JPY68.3 billion. 
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□ While both sales and operating income declined sharply in the first quarter period of FY2016 from 

the corresponding period a year ago, but they began to increase continuously in the second and 

third quarter periods. As a result, operating income ratio improved to 10% for the third quarter 

period (October – December, 2016). 



□ Construction, Mining & Utility Equipment:: Sales declined by 9.5% from the corresponding period a 
year ago, to JPY1,077.7 billion. Segment profit dropped by 22.6% to JPY96.5 billion. While sales 
declined in some regions, such as North America and the Middle East, where demand was 
sluggish, they were more than offset by increased sales in China and Indonesia. However, both 
sales and segment profit declined, mainly affected by the Japanese yen’s appreciation. When the 
foreign exchange effects are removed, sales increased. 

□ Retail Finance: Revenues declined by 11.4% to JPY36.1 billion. Segment profit dropped by 37.2% 
to JPY6.7 billion, as mainly affected by the Japanese yen’s appreciation and reduced assets in 
China, Oceania and some other regions,.

□ In the industrial machinery and others: Sales declined by 21.5% to JPY121.2 billion. Segment profit 
dropped by 46.2% to JPY6.4 billion, due to reduced sales of presses and machine tools to the 
automobile manufacturing industry and the adverse effects of former Komatsu House which was 
excluded from consolidated accounting. 
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□ Sales to outside customers declined by 9.1% from the corresponding period a year ago, to 
JPY1,071.9 billion.

□ Except for CIS and China, sales declined in other regions. Sales declined sharply in Strategic 
Markets, such as Asia and the Middle East, which pushed the ratio of sales in Traditional Markets 
to 51%. 



□ Sales decreased by JPY112.6 billion from the corresponding period a year ago. While sales were 
considerably affected by the Japanese yen's appreciation, sales volume and etc. became a 
positive factor.

□ Segment profit declined by JPY28.1 billion from the corresponding period a year ago. Segment 
profit ratio was 9.0%, down 1.5 percentage points. We reduced fixed costs, but segment profit was 
impacted by negative factors, including the Japanese yen's appreciation. 
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□ Total assets grew by JPY21.5 billion from the previous fiscal year-end, to JPY673.1 billion. While  

assets decreased in China, Oceania and some other regions, they increased in North America and 

Europe and some other regions. As the foreign exchange factor accounted for an increase of 

JPY12.0 billion, total assets increased by JPY9.5 billion in real terms.

□ Revenues declined due mainly to the effects of foreign exchange rates. Segment profit declined 

from the corresponding period a year ago, due mainly to an additional allowance recorded for bad 

debt  in China.
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□ Sales declined by 21.5% from the corresponding period a year ago, to JPY121.2 billion, due to 

reduced sales of presses and machine tools to the automobile manufacturing industry as well as 

the adverse effects of excluding former Komatsu House from consolidated accounting.

□ Segment profit dropped to JPY6.4 billion, as affected by declined sales, and segment profit was 

5.3%, down 2.5 percentage points.

□ The automobile manufacturing industry’s capital investment has inclined to be behind initial plans, 

belated execution of investment has adversely affected Komatsu’s performance. We feel a little 

negative about the current conditions. 
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□ Total assets increased by JPY62.9 billion from the previous fiscal year-end. This increase includes 

JPY29.1 billion resulting from the foreign exchange factor. When the foreign exchange factor is 

removed, total assets advanced by JPY33.8 billion.

□ Inventories grew by JPY52.5 billion from the previous fiscal year-end, mainly affected by an 

increase of work in progress to be recorded in sales for the fourth quarter of  FY2016 in addition to 

a foreign exchange gain of JPY9.5 billion. 

□ Interest-bearing debt advanced by JPY43.9billion, which includes a foreign exchange gain of 

JPY9.2 billion.

□ Komatsu Ltd. shareholders’ equity ratio was 58.0%, no change from the previous fiscal year-end.
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□ We will not change our projection of April 2016 concerning consolidated full-year year sales and 
profits for FY2016. 

□ With respect to projected non-consolidated business results for FY2016, we have revised them due 
to good sales in CIS, China and some other regions in the construction, mining and utility 
equipment business.
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□ In the third quarter period (Oct. - Dec. 2016) of FY2016, we believe global demand will have 

increased by 1% from the third quarter period of FY2015.

□ While demand declined in North America, the Middle East and some other regions, it upturned for 

growth in China, Indonesia and some other countries. As a result, demand remained about flat 

from the third quarter period of FY2015.

□ With respect to overall full-year demand in FY2016, we make no change in our projection made in 

April last year, although we expect some ups and downs in some regions.



□ Japanese demand in the third quarter period of FY2016 declined by 4% from the third quarter 
period of FY2015. 

□ Demand continued to be affected by reduced demand for new emission controls-compliant models 
which had run its course, especially among rental companies.
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□ In the third quarter period of FY2016, North American demand declined by 14% from the third 

quarter period of FY2015. 

□ In the United States, while demand for construction equipment continued to grow steadily among 

general customers, demand was slack in the rental industry.

□ In Canada, demand is remaining sluggish, especially in the energy sector. 
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□ In the third quarter period of FY2016, we project that European demand will have increased by 4% 

from the third quarter period of FY2015.

□ In addition to a major market of Germany, demand also increased steadily in northern and 

southern Europe.
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□ In the third quarter period of FY2016, Chinese demand for construction equipment advanced by 

77% from the third quarter period of FY2015, supported by progress of infrastructure development 

nationwide. 
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□ In the third quarter period of FY2016, Southeast Asian demand for construction equipment 
advanced by 15% from the third quarter period of FY2015,

□ In Indonesia, the largest market of the region, demand in the third quarter period was steadier than 
our projection of April last year, although the level was still low. Demand remained steady in 
Thailand and Malaysia as well.
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□ We project that global demand will have declined by 13% in the third quarter period of FY2016 from 

the third quarter of FY2015.

□ Since the start of 2016, the mining equipment market has shown both positive and negative 

developments, but we make no change in our projection of April last year concerning demand for 

new equipment for FY2016. We believe that demand will start recovering in FY2017 and thereafter.
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□ For the third quarter period of FY2016, sales decreased by 4% from the third quarter of FY2015, to 

JPY108.9 billion. When the foreign exchange effects are removed, sales increased by 7%, 

supported by increases in equipment sales and service revenues. 
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□ For the third quarter period of FY2016, sales of parts declined by 7% from the third quarter period 

of FY2015, to JPY 93.8 billion. When the foreign exchange effects are removed, sales increased by 

3%, consisting of a 7% increase for construction equipment and 1% decrease for mining 

equipment. 
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 These graphs show the index for ratios of orders received for new equipment to sales. 

 Specifically, they show the index of orders received for new equipment for the last six-month 

period divided by sales of new equipment for the same last six-month period.
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 These graphs show the index for ratios of orders received for industrial machinery to sales. The show 

the index of orders received fro the last six-month period divided by sales for the same last six-month 

period. 
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